
Aries, the energy is available for you to make sound choices regarding
work and personal situations. Financial abundance is indicated; be wise

with how this new-found wealth is used. Someone from your past has done very well;
you could struggle to be happy for this person as you ended your relationship on a
negative note. An energy of judgement surrounds you as you try to accept the way
someone else believes. You could experience unrealistic thoughts that could be
spawned by jealousy on your part. Gains in real estate could manifest as though out of
thin air, but this is a result of putting your mind on abundance and acquiring it. Smile as
you relax this evening with someone fun and available to share some quality time, Aries. 

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

Taurus, you appear desirable and inviting just now; this would be a great
time to go after that new job or perhaps go out on that date you have been consider-
ing. Others have noticed your appeal and someone steps up to offer a fun opportunity.
Your reputation for making things happen and getting projects completed brings a
request for your assistance or services. Someone is in agreement with you on a per-
sonal level. A tendency to daydream is difficult to deal with as your list of tasks doesn’t
allow time for anything but work. A way for you to make extra money appears in an
unusual place. You sense that someone is hiding something; you may distance yourself.
Smile this evening when you realize this month is ending better than it started, Taurus. 

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

Gemini, an independent streak is seen throughout everything you do on a
personal level; some of this also appears at work. Someone accuses you of

being unrealistic and impractical; you could encounter a difficult situation. You’re plan-
ning, or have recently made, a move pointing to the domestic area of your life. This move
could pertain to work if this is where much of your focus is. You hold a strong disagree-
ment with something the law states that you find unfair and negative. You appreciate
your surroundings and find comfort here; just a small bit to go until a project is complete.
Good vibrations and positive results are here! A garden party or garage sale could com-
mand your immediate attention; step forward and let unneeded items go, Gemini. 

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

Cancer, you may experience feeling as though you’ve been excluded or
that you may be unwanted. Remember that energies ebb and flow, just

like the tides as influenced by the moon; temporary dips are easier when you realize
they re short lived. Positive situations make themselves known today in the workplace
as well as at home, seize them! Time flies as you go from one assignment or task to the
next. You could have good feelings about a new acquaintance at work. You pull a sticky
situation out of the fire with quick thinking. More than ever, you consider a comfortable
home and loving family your safe zone. You have carried your share of the load today
so take time to relax and recharge for another demanding day tomorrow, Cancer. 

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Leo (July 23-August 22)

Virgo, you know who you are and you re okay with it. You seem to be
able to create more positive energy when you can see what you need to work on
regarding yourself; plans to begin this effort come together. Figuring out how to fund a
stronger will to overcome painful emotional damage isn’t easy, but remembering the
strength you carry inside helps. There are opportunities for gathering with like-minded
people if you look around. Art, other fineries and expensive investments hold your atten-
tion just now. It’s appropriate to enjoy material blessings and be grateful for them. Just as
the body requires nourishment, so does the soul require stirring and filling. Material
blessings appear in the forms of beauty, prosperity and wealth of all kinds, Virgo. 

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

Libra, you look closely at some changes you have noticed within yourself;
steel is forged in fire and so are you, that s how you have grown stronger. Confidence
levels are high as you move forward with your plans. You don t fear losing, you fear not
acting! Your opinion is sought in solving a mystery or finding difficult answers: this could
bring someone new into your life, friend or lover. This period of time opens up opportu-
nities to relocate your home or place of work; you feel feng shui in certain places, pay
attention to this. A team effort is at hand, you and others make a large difference for
those less fortunate; this could indicate elderly people or animals. Your sense of accom-
plishment is prominent and it’s not easy for you to wind down and relax tonight, Libra. 

Libra (September 23-October 22)

Scorpio, you’re learning to let go of unimportant issues and people. Your
true focus is upon your family, work and life in general; you have a strong wish to live
with as much ease as possible. Your energy is forceful and strong as you listen, then
pursue valuable solutions and tricks that make your job easier. You sometime feel a
need to remove yourself from the group; this helps recharge and clear your mind. You
stumble upon someone else s personal secret and promise not to tell. You share some
special time with a mentor or teacher; you could arrive late for an engagement you
don t really want to attend. You enjoy sharing new ideas with like-minded people. An
exotic dish for dinner ignites your curiosity about its country of origin, Scorpio. 

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

Sagittarius, the cycle you have entered opens up a time of good luck, pro-
tection and abundance. You excel at making plans and executing them; you

re often approached to do just that. Your professional reputation is well known and your
advice is sought after. Your spirits are high and pulling positive people straight to you.
Involvement in a super large project pays off and you re feeling satisfied and humbled at
the same time. If there’s a problem with finances, these can be solved by changing your
spending habits; there could be an opportunity to earn extra money. You may want to do
something you know isn’t right for you; this could be a strong test of will. Do what’s best
for you in the end. Trying something new is recommended for you, Sagittarius.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

Pisces, you wake knowing you have the ability to get your tasks complet-
ed with ease. Energy levels are unusually high physically and being clum-

sy seems impossible! You could feel sentimental but are able to keep this to an accept-
able level. You’re being looked at for a leadership position regarding a volunteer proj-
ect. Timing is always important and yours is spot on as you tell others of new plans and
designs; you could get some important help because you shared this information. You
find someone who needs help and can help you right back! This is the time of smooth
energy that leads to accomplishment and positive outcomes. You may find a large item
in a surprising place for a ridiculously low price; a rare find in many ways, Pisces.

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

Aquarius, an energy of dissatisfaction is prominent; there may be trouble
on a deep emotional level. Some news you receive makes these negative feelings inten-
sify. You feel helpless and unable to make this better. The positive changes you are
working toward regarding yourself should not be discussed at this time. Don’t be sur-
prised when you feel as though you re going to explode! Remember the meditation and
other calming directions you have been going toward; hold tightly to your beliefs no
matter what anyone says. Someone is deliberately trying to upset you. It’s difficult but
you can always rise above this. Make preparations for the future this evening as you
reconsider some choices and activities that should be rearranged, Aquarius. 

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

CROSSWORD 1846

ACROSS
1. Powdery starch from certain sago palms.
5. (of time) Having passed or slipped by.
12. Alternative names for the body of a

human being.
15. Any property detected by the olfactory

system.
16. Short-tailed monkey of rocky regions

of Asia and Africa.
17. A federal agency established to coordi-

nate programs aimed at reducing pol-
lution and protecting the environment.

18. An awkward stupid person.
19. (Babylonian) God of fire.
20. Given or having a specified name.
22. A unit of dry measure used in Egypt.
24. African tree with edible yellow fruit

resembling mangos.
25. Small tropical American tree bearing

edible plumlike fruit.
26. 40th President of the United States

(1911- ).
28. A midnight meeting of witches to prac-

tice witchcraft and sorcery.
30. In bed.
31. Small genus of aquatic or semiaquatic

plants.
35. 36th President of the United States.
38. A colorless and odorless inert gas.
42. Characteristic of false pride.
43. A white crystalline double sulfate of

aluminum.
45. (neurology) Of or relating to the vagus

nerve.
47. A French river that flows through the

heart of Paris and then northward into
the English Channel.

48. A sodium salt of carbonic acid.
49. A material effigy that is worshipped as

a god.
51. A unit of pain intensity.
52. A burn cause by hot liquid or steam.
54. (Greek mythology) Goddess of the

earth and mother of Cronus and the
Titans in ancient mythology.

57. Leafless East Indian vine.
59. A chronic disorder that occurs in tropi-

cal and nontropical forms and in both
children and adults.

61. A small pellet fired from an air rifle or
BB gun.

63. A metric unit of length equal to one bil-
lionth of a meter.

64. Quality of being active or spirited or
vigorous.

65. Music performed for dancing the pol-
ka.

69. Resembling or characteristic of or
appropriate to an elegy.

72. Occurring during the middle of the
week.

74. Large ornamental tropical American
tree with bipinnate leaves and globose
clusters of flowers with crimson sta-
mens and sweet-pulp seed pods eaten
by cattle.

77. A master's degree in business.
78. Electronic warfare undertaken under

direct control of an operational com-
mander to locate sources of radiated
electromagnetic energy for the pur-
pose of immediate threat recognition.

79. A sudden violent spontaneous occur-
rence of an undesirable condition.

81. Tag the base runner to get him out.
82. A field covered with grass or herbage

and suitable for grazing by livestock.
83. A sweet cake flavored with sesame or

caraway seeds and lemon.
84. A loose sleeveless outer garment made

from aba cloth.

DOWN
1. Relating to or derived from the sun or

utilizing the energies of the sun.
2. Love intensely.
3. Mild cream-colored Dutch cheese

shaped in balls.
4. Nicaraguan statesman (born in 1945).
5. A graphical record of electric currents

associated with muscle contractions.
6. Set down according to a plan.
7. Cricket frogs.
8. A kind of heavy jacket (`windcheater' is

a British term).
9. Short and fat.
10. A bivalent and trivalent metallic ele-

ment of the rare earth group.
11. The act of refusing a request.
12. Area around the altar of a church for

the clergy and choir.
13. An organization of countries formed in

1961 to agree on a common policy for
the sale of petroleum.

14. Panel forming the lower part of an inte-
rior wall when it is finished differently
from the rest.

21. (pathology) Tending to become more
severe or wider in scope.

23. A small cake leavened with yeast.
27. Italian architect who pioneered in the

use of reinforced concrete (1891-
1979).

29. Having undesirable or negative quali-
ties.

32. The main city of ancient Phoenicia.
33. Of lesser importance or stature or rank.
34. Administer an oil or ointment to.
36. A group of countries in special alliance.
37. (Old Testament) The fourth son of

Jacob who was forebear of one of the
tribes of Israel.

39. Highly excited.
40. The basic unit of money in Gambia.
41. A silvery ductile metallic element found

primarily in bauxite.
44. Tropical American aroid having edible

tubers that are cooked and eaten like
yams or potatoes.

46. A public promotion of some product or
service.

50. A room or establishment where alco-
holic drinks are served over a counter.

53. Any of several games played with small
rectangular blocks.

55. Morning glory.
56. The sound made by a cat (or any

sound resembling this).
58. The elementary stages of any subject

(usually plural).
60. United States author (born 1932).
62. Very sophisticated especially because

of surfeit.
66. Minute aquatic herbs floating on or

below the water surface of still water
consisting of a leaflike frond or plant
body and single root.

67. Cubes of meat marinated and cooked
on a skewer usually with vegetables.

68. Jordan's port.
70. An annual award for outstanding

achievements in television.
71. A fit of shivering.
73. A republic in the Middle East in west-

ern Asia.
75. A condition (mostly in boys) character-

ized by behavioral and learning disor-
ders.

76. Electrical conduction through a gas in
an applied electric field.

80. A brittle silver-white metalloid element
that is related to selenium and sulfur.
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Leo, you feel and appear unstoppable just now. Your efforts reflect a
dynamic energy and you attract the attention of many. You reach an impor-

tant conclusion; make the best of what you have got and grow from there having learned
a valuable lesson. The main players in your life s story change and evolve; keep in mind
that relationships come and go, some temporary but leaving permanent imprints upon our
lives, if not a forever physical presence. You encounter a strong desire to fling responsibil-
ity to the wind and instead take the day off to play. Focus on your happy home life and a
new hobby you have started. An intimate, sexy exchange causes your pulse to race this
evening as someone very special springs a surprise vacation getaway on you, Leo. 

Capricorn, you’ve entered a phase that is beneficial to creating stability and
comfort. Going through this period of time making thoughtful decisions and

plans pays off. Sticking with cautious investments and expenditures is the way you
choose. A boss or supervisor approves of your performance and commitment. Someone
pops in and brings with them laughter and a light mood. You’re drawn to tending to oth-
ers who have serious health care and nourishment related needs; this could indicate vol-
unteering in an animal shelter or hospital. You could have a desire to purchase every-
thing you see today, especially one item; be mindful of your pocketbook and budget!
You feel overwhelmed and grateful for your home, family and place in life, capricorn. 
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